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or the death of Social Media as we know it.

Supporters
Info.nl
Freelance Factory
Presentation
Michael Hagen, CEO, IDchecker
Can you be in control of your online identity?
Videos
by Info.nl
the future of Digital Identity - Michael Hagen, CEO, IDchecker
https://vimeo.com/65038050
the future of Digital Identity - Balázs Bodó, economist, piracy researcher at the Institute for
Information Law (IViR), University of Amsterdam
https://vimeo.com/65038048
the future of Digital Identity - Annie Machon, Director, LEAP Europe. Formerly MI5
https://vimeo.com/65038051

19:00 - 20:00

Introduction by our Moderator
John Grüter, Owner, Digital Knowledge. Club of Amsterdam Round Table
Part I
Michael Hagen, CEO, IDchecker
Can you be in control of your online identity?
Balázs Bodó, economist, piracy researcher at the Institute for Information Law (IViR), University of
Amsterdam
How I Learned to Stop Worrying and Love Living in the Panopticon
Annie Machon, Director, LEAP Europe. Formerly MI5
Panoptic Dystopia or Citizens' Utopia?
20:15 - 20:45

Coffee break with drinks and snacks.
20:45 - 21:15

Part II
Open discussion

Michael Hagen
CEO, IDchecker
I started my career as a purchasing and logistic manager back in 1993. From 1997-2007 I lead my
employment agency DyFlex, which I successfully sold to In Person in 2008. Since 2005 I've been
building the concept of IDchecker, which is to create a service who will help consumers and
companies to be safer online. Our goal is to free the true potential of Internet.
IDchecker checks and processes digitalised identification documents so that the user can easily
establish the identity of a potential employee, customer or visitor, in person or online.
www.idchecker.nl

Balázs Bodó
Economist, piracy researcher at the Institute for Information Law (IViR), University of Amsterdam
He was a Fulbright Visiting Researcher at Stanford University’s Center for Internet and Society in
2006/7 and a Fellow at the Center between 2006 and 2012. Since 2012 he has been a Fulbright
Fellow at the Berkman Center for Internet and Society at Harvard University. Since 2013 he is based
in Amsterdam, working as a researcher and a Marie Curie Fellow at the Institute for Information Law
(IViR) at the University of Amsterdam.
Before moving to the Netherlands, he was deeply involved in the development of the Hungarian
internet culture. He was the project lead for Creative Commons Hungary. He is a member of the
National Copyright Expert Group. As an assistant professor at the Budapest University of Technology
and Economics, he helped to established and led the university’s Masters Program in Cultural
Industries. He has advised several public and private institutions on digital archives, content
distribution, online communities, business development. His academic interests include copyright and
economics, piracy, media regulation, peer-to-peer communities, underground libraries, digital
archives, informal media economies. His most recent book is on the role of P2P piracy in the
Hungarian cultural ecosystem.
www.ivir.nl

Annie Machon
Director, LEAP Europe. Formerly MI5
Annie Machon was an intelligence officer for the UK's MI5 in the 1990s, before leaving to help blow
the whistle on the crimes and incompetence of the British spy agencies.
She is now a writer, media commentator, political campaigner, and international public speaker on a
variety of related issues: the war on terrorism, the war on drugs, and the war on the internet.
In 2012 she started as a Director of LEAP in Europe.
Annie has an MA (Hons) Classics from Cambridge University.
anniemachon.ch
www.leap.cc

John Grüter
Owner, Digital Knowledge
Club of Amsterdam Round Table
Business Architect, Knowledge Management Specialist, Business Developer, Systems Thinker, IT
Generalist & Change Agent
Digital technology is rapidly transforming our society, our business practices and lives. Technology is
a driver, but not the real issue. Adoption by individuals, companies and governments is far more
important. But how can we manage the technology, the adoption process and the effect on our
businesses and private lives, without getting lost in that change?
Specialties
Business Architecture; Knowledge Management; Process and Services Innovation; New Business
Development; Product Management
www.digital-knowledge.com
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